
Full Itinerary & Trip Details

8 Day Marmaris Fethiye Marmaris Cabin Cruise

If discovering Turkey’s Turquoise Coast on a gulet cruise is high on your agenda, then why not stay on for a
week of cruising this amazing coastline. Departing Marmaris you blue cruise for 8 days and 7 nights is sure
to be the highlight of your time in Turkey. Once you are on board there is a nice balance between life at sea
and having time in ports, where you can go stretch your legs to discover the delightful shops and markets, or
visit cultural sights.In this week you will get to visit the towns of Fethiye, Gocek and Marmaris where
historical sights will inspire and captivate and the shopping may hurt your credit cards. You will have the
optional excursion of a day to go to the mud baths of Dalyan and Turtle Beach or partake in some water
sports if they interest you. There are many hidden bays that you will get to swim and relax in as well as
getting to visit the historical and famous Cleopatra Baths named after the famous Cleopatra herself. It is said
that she visited the bath on her honeymoon with Marc Antony and is still one of the highlight attractions in
the area. You will walk away at the end of the week relaxed, tanned and wanting more.This weeklong gulet
cruise is on a standard gulet. All cabins are double cabins and all solo travellers are given their own cabin
(with single supplement fee). The cabins all have their own bathrooms and there is plenty of space on deck,
on the sunbeds or back lounges to always find the perfect place to unwind. Your gulet cruise onto Fethiye is a
very popular cruise option as it affords time in many seaside villages along the southern coastline of the Med.
Marmaris is heart of gullet cruises In Turkey, please check our website for all Turkey gulet cruise options.
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ITINERARY

Day 1 : Marmaris

Dinner Included Check in to your gulet starts around 15:30pm at Marmaris harbour where you will spend the
first night in port. Marmaris is a beautiful tourist town, with a large harbour and with some of the best clubs,
bars and restaurants in Turkey! We will have dinner on board, getting to know the other passengers and time
to visit the highlights of Marmaris. Later on in the night, why not check out the famous Marmaris nightlife!

PRICE STARTING FROM

€ 0 € 0

DURATION

8 days

TOUR ID

22746



Day 2 : Marmaris to Ekincik Bay

Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner Included After breakfast and your briefing, we’ll set off along the coast. On
your first day, you have the choice of taking in the spectacular views from the gulet - relax, swim and
sunbathe or for the more adventurous guests take an optional trip to Dalyan and/or Kaunos. At Kaunas, you
can take a riverboat trip to see millennia-old tombs built high in the rock face, or explore the ancient city.

Day 3 : Ekincik Bay to Kizil Island

Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner Included Setting sail after breakfast, we cruise to Aga Limani with a pleasant
little beach that you can swim to. We will have lunch here before cruising to the bay of Manastir for a
swimming stop. In the afternoon we will make our way to Cleopatra and Hamam Bays. You can swim in the
remains of the Roman Baths. We will then anchor for dinner and an overnight stay at Kizil Island.

Day 4 : Kizil Island to Fethiye

Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner Included Today we sail past the 12 Islands area to Fethiye Harbour where we
will stay for a while before heading out to Samanlik Bay here we will swim snorkel and sunbathe before
heading back to the harbour of Fethiye in the early evening where we will stay in port overnight. Fethiye is a
vibrant town with many sites including Kaya Koy (abandoned Greek Village) and home to Lycian tombs
overlooking the town. Fethiye has many great bars, restaurants and a vibrant nightlife, close to where your
gulet will dock.

Day 5 : Fethiye to Gocek

Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner Included This morning we will enjoy breakfast in Fethiye harbour and have
time for some last-minute shopping before setting sail. We will travel to Gocek via Yassica Island, with its
warm shallow waters again perfect for a swim before lunch. We will then cruise on to one of the wonderful
bays in the Gulf of Gocek to watch the sunset. We will moor in one of these hidden bays for the night.

Day 6 : Gocek to Aga Limani Bay

Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner Included There is a famous Turkish artist named Bedri Rahmi Eyuboglu and
this is the bay we will go to this morning named after him. Bedri Rahmi Bay, It is one of the most popular
bays in the Fethiye region With plenty of time to swim in the crystal clear water, guests also can swim to the
small beach and discover ancient Lycian ruins hidden in the trees. We will then journey onto Sarsala bay.
After having a dip and afternoon tea our next port of call is Aga Limani Bay where we will have dinner and
stay overnight.

Day 7 : Aga Limani Bay to Marmaris

Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner Included Before you have arisen, the captain and crew will have the gulet
cruising to Kumlubuk Bay, where breakfast will be served. We will spend the morning here, on one of the
largest stretches of beach on the peninsula. Build a sandcastle, sunbathe or swim – the morning is yours to
relax. Once back on the gulet, we will motor onto Cennet Island, where you will have lunch and your final
opportunity to swim. We will arrive in Marmaris Harbour at 16:00pm. Overnight stay will be in Marmaris.
Tonight you'll have the chance to see more of Marmaris, the city centre, shops and experience the nightlife
with your new friends from the blue cruise. This last night onboard you will stay in port here in Marmaris.

Day 8 : Marmaris



Breakfast Included After breakfast, at around 10:30am, it's time to say farewell to your new friends and your
gulet crew

Includes

Port and marina fees, taxes and fuel are all included
Passengers have the use of all standard yachting equipment on board.
This includes snorkels and masks and board games

Excludes

Bath / Beach towels may not be provided on this cabin charter
The towels on board cannot be used for swimming and sunbaking
Entrance fees and optional activities are not included in the cabin charter price

Routes

Conditions

RESTRICTIONS
Your cabin charter is a non-guided tour. There is no local guide on board providing information on
the sites and locations.
Children under 12 years old are not allowed on this cabin charter. 12+ years old are at full cabin
charter price.
Please note for this cruise:
Every cruise operates with different rules, pros, and cons because of the route and usual clientele.
This is some quick helpful information to help you understand what to expect from this particular
cruise:
A/C usage is limited: 6-8 hr/day and not after midnight. Using the A/C in the harbours is strictly
forbidden and there are 3 nights docked in a harbour on this cruise. Please refer to the itinerary for
full details.
Sometimes harbours can be quiet noisy. Please be prepared for this.
Dietary requirements cannot be catered for on these routes.
Children aged 12 and under are not permitted.
Share cabins and triples are not available. Single travelers or the third/fifth person will have to pay
a single supplement fee and book a cabin for themselves. Single supplement can be 70-100%
more on the price. If you are travelling solo or in odd numbers, you may want to look at alternate
cruises where shared and triple cabins are available with no extra cost: Fethiye, Kekova, Olympos
Routes.



 

Available On Dates

15 May, 2021 - 9 October, 2021 Saturday

Hotels

Cabin Charter


